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Inkoduction. By a partially (or lattice) ordered comnzutative group 
(po. c. g. (or l. o. c. g. )) we mean a set G endowed with a binary opgration · and 

a binary relation 르 such that the following axioms are satisfied 
(i) G is a commutative group with re3pect to " 

(ii) G is a partially ordered (or lattice) by 든， 

(iii) if a and b are elements of G such that a든b， then ac든bc for all c 
in G. 

A. H. Clifford [1] has defined the concepts of conserveγ element and inverter 
element : in a totally ordered commutative semigroup, an elemcnt c is called 

conserver if a <b implies ca를cb， and an c inverter if a <b implies ca르cb. 

In this note, we define similar concepts as following. Let G satisfy just (i) and 

(ii) above. In G, an element c is conserver if a든b， a :l1 b (mean3 a and b are 

incomparable) implies ca르cb， ca :l1 cb , respectively, an inverter if a <b (means 

a르b but a 노 b) ， a :l1 b implies ca>cb. ca :l1 cb, respectively. G will be called a 

parlially (or lattice) ordered conzmutative group 01 the second kiηd (=po. c. 

g. II(or 1. o. c. g. II)) if G satisfies (i), (ii) and 

(iv) Every element of G is either a conserver or an inverter or not b3th. 

We call an element d destroyer if d is neither conserver nor inverter, i. e. if d is 
a destroyer, then there exists a pair of elements X and y in G ~'.Uch that X <y 
and dx :I1 dy. We will give some typical examples of a destroyer in !ì 4. And we 

shall call po. c. g. II G sinzpl; ordered comnzutative group 01 the secoíld !?ind 
(s. o. c. g. II) if every element of G is either a con::;ever or an inverter, and G 

simply ordered. 
Let Gi U= 1. 2, ...... , n) he a s.o.c.g.II. By the cardinalprodμct nc‘ 01 Gi’s 

we mean the set of all elements (XI ....... , x,,), 진 in Gj , where (XI' ...... , XIl ) 르 

(YI' ...... ,Y
Il

) if and only if x i 듣y‘ for all i. The class nGi hecomes a group 

if we define (XI , ....... x,,). (YI' ...... ,y,.) = (x1YI' ...... , x"y,,) for Xj. Yj E Gj • More. 

over, nG j becomes a 1. o. c. g. 11. ln !ì 2, we deal some properties of 1. o. c. g. 

II. And in 33, we shall investigate the necessary and sufficient conditions 

that a 1. o. c. g. 1I is group-isomorphic to a cardinal proòuct of some s. o. c. g. II's. 
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~ 2 E'omc propcrtics of I. o. c. g. II ’ s Let G be a 1. o. c. g. 11. Throughout this 

paper, A. B and D will denote the set of all conservers, inverters and destro

yers, respectively. Evidently, A 2 c A , ABc B , B 2 c A , A-' c A , B-' c B , AD 

c D, BDc D, hence D-' c D, where AB denotes the set of aII elements ab, (a 

in A, b in B). Clearly, by definition, A, B and D are disjoint each other. 

The foIIowing Lemmas are obvious. 

[LEMMA 1J A , AVB are both sμbgroμφs o[ G. 

[LEMMA 2] 11 x E A αnd y E B , then 

(i) x(αUß)=xαuxß lor any a, ß E G and dually , 
(ii) y(αUß)=yαnyß lor any α， ß E G and dually. 

[LEMMA 3J Let G be a 1. o. c.g. II. A is a dμal ideal (or ideal) 01 G il 

and only zf e<x (or e>x) imPlies xεA. Where e is an z.dentity 01 G. 

[PROOFJ Assume A is a dual ideal. Then clearly, we see that e<x implies 

x(A. Conversely, assume e<x implies xEA. For xEA and gEG, since e<x르xug， we 

have xugEA. And we have αnbEA for any a, bEA. For, since a든aub， we have 

aUbEA. Hence (αUb)-' 르a- I ， b- ' • If c르a- I ， b- ' , then we see (aub)-'uc든a- I ， b- ' . 

Since (aub)-'uCEA , aub르[(aub)-'ucJ-' ， i.e. (aub)-'uc르 (aub) -1. Hence c든 (aub)-' ， 

i.e. (aub)-'=a-'nb- ' . Thus we have anb E A. i.e. A is a dual ideal, as desired. 

A <B means a<b for aII a in A , b in B 

[THEOREM IJ Let G be a 1. o. c. g. II. Then 

(i) A , B are anti -order isomorphic 

(i i) D is the sum 01 some dA ’s, μIhere d is a destroyer. 

(iii) il e<x imPlies xEA , then A is an l-subgroup 01 G 

[PROOF] Let b be an elememt of G. Then bA=B. For. since bAc BAc B , we 

have bAc B. And b,=bb-'b, for any blE B. Thus b, E bA. Hence BcbA. The 

mapping f(a) = ba (a in A , b is a fixed ele•ment of B) is a one-to-one and anti-order 

isomorphism by (ii) of Lemma 2 , i. e. (i) holds. Since A is a subgroup of G, G is 

the sum AVbAVdAV...... (disjoints) , where bEB, dED. Therefore D is the 

sum of some dA' s. (iii) is obvious, by Lemma 1, 2. 

A destroyer d is caIIed proper if for any a <b in G, d a # d b. 

[THEREM 2J Let G be α þo. c. g. II in which any destroyer is proper. 

Then A and B are convex subsets 01 G. (a sμbset S 01 G is convex zf a, ß E S 

and a<x<ß iηzplies x E S). 
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[PROOFl Suppose α <x<ß (α • ß in A). 
(i) If XEB. ax<αß. Since α <ß implies αx>ßx. we have ßX<αß i. e. x<a. 

It is contrary to α <x. 
(ii) if XED. αx<αß. Since e<α-IX<α-Iß and α-IXED. we have 

α-IX #α -1 Xα -1 ß. whi1e α-IX<α-Iß<α -1 Xα -1 ß. we have a contradiction. Hence 

XEA. i. e. A is a convex SUb3εt of G. 

Suppose α <Y<ß (α• ß in B). Since α-IEB. we have e> yα-I>ßα-1. And e. 
Rα-IEA. hence yα-1εA i. e. YEB. 

We proceed now to investigate the distributivity of the subset AVB. 

[THEOREM 3J Let G be α 1. o. c. g. Il in whz"ch A <B. and e<x imþlz"es 
xEA. Then the subset AVB is a distributive sublattice 01 G. 

[PROOFJ Since. by Lemma 3. A is an l-subgroup, anJ A and B are 

anti-order i3omorphic. we see: A and B are both distributive sub1attices of G. If 

x.y, αEAVB. and xn Q" =ynα. XUα=yuα. then we can easi1y see x= y for any 

case. Hence AVB is a distributive sub1attice of G. 

~ 3 Dccomposition of po. c. g. 1I into s. o. c. g. 1I’s Througholt this section, we 

assume B<A. By a simþly ordered commutative groμ:p (=3. O. C. g.) we mean 
a group G satisfying (a) G is simp1y ordered, and (b) α르b (α ， b in G) implies 

ac든!c for any CEG. [3J. By a simp!y ordered commutαtz"ve group 01 the 
second lzind (=s. o. c. g. II) , we mean a gronp G satisfying (α) G is simp1e 

orclerecl, and (ß) every e1ement of G is "either a conserver or an inverter. 

'Ve can easi1y see that the set A of all conservers of a s. o. c. g. II bç:;omes a 

s. o. c. g. Let B denote the set of all inverters of a s. o. c. g. I I. And assume a1so 

B <A in thi3 3ection. 

Now we shall investigate the condition that pO. c. g. II is to be a cardinal 

product of Some s. o. c. g. 1I’s. 

Bεfore beginning our study, we state the following Lemma 

way used by A. H. C1ifford in [1J. 
we shall call an e1ement [ unzï e1ement in G if [2=e. 

similarl v to the 

[LEMMA 4] For given α s. o. c. g. G1• we cαn construct α s. o. c. g. Il with 
an inverter zmit element. 

[PROOF] Let P be a convex congruence re1ation (see [1]) in G1 and /, an 

e1ement of G1• such that xPy imp1ies kx=ky. Since G1 is a group. we see x=y if 
xPy. Let G2 be the set of congruence classes of G1 mod P, and 1et φ be the 
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canonical mapping (see [1]) of G1 onto GZ' The order relation in Gz is defined 

as the foIIowings: CÞ(x) <<þ (y) if and only if x>y in G1. 

Let G=G1\JGZ (disjoint) and order G so that GZ<G1 Define product in G as 

the foIIowings: for x , Y E G1, Xcþ(y) =이 (x)y = <Þ (xy) , φ (x)cþ(y) =xy. 

We now show that the above-defined G is a s. o. c. g. II as desired. To see 
that G is a group. We first investigete the associativity of G with respect to 
above product; for example 

이 (x)y. 따 (z) =rþ(xy) .CÞ(z) =xy'z=x. yz= cþ(x)' 만 (yz) =cþ(x) 'YCÞ(x) 

CÞ(x) <þ (y) .CÞ(z) =xy.cþ(z) =CÞ(xy.z) =<Þ (x'yz) =cþ(x) 'yz=cþ(x) 'CÞ(y)cþ(z) etc. 

And for any CÞ(x) E GZ.we have CÞ(X)cþ(x- 1)=e i.e. cþ(X- 1 )=(이 (X))-I. Hence we 

see that G becomes a group with respect to the proiuct of G 1 and above-defined 
products. And we easily see that every element of G1 is a conserver and every 
element or Gz an inverter in G. And clearly. <þ (e) is an inverter unit of G. 

ln the n-dim. Euclidean space, the subset 

F" = [(1, 1, "', 1) , ( -1, 1. "', 1) , (1, -1, ... 1) , "', ( -1, -1, "', -1)} 

becomes a I. o. c. g. II of order 2’‘, if we define product and order relations in 

F n as folIowings; 

(al' ...... , an).(b1 ...... ， b，)=(αtb'J ...... , α껴’‘) 

(αl' ...... , αn) 르 (b 1 ， ...... , b,.) il and only i/ αl 르 bi 10γ all i. 

Clearly, the element (-1, -1, ....., -1) is an invcrter unit element of F ,I. We 

cal1 Fn 1;μndamentα1 1. o. c. g. 11. 

[THEOREM 4J Lct G be α po. c. g.ll with α1z inverter Zl11it e[ement. 

Aμd let G be group-isonzorphic 10 α cαrdt‘nα1 product 0/ n s. o. c. g.ll ’s 

witlz α 1l iJlverte Uìlit elemeμt. Then 

(i) The set A 01 αII conservers 01 G is group-isomorPhic to a cardinal 

producl 0/ 1z s. O. c. g. ’s, and (G:A)=2". 

(i i) There exists α sαbgroκp α" = (/1 ( = e) , /z, ...... , Iz’l} 01 G such thαt d
ll 

is isomorphic to Fn’ αIZd // j ~A (i "" j). 

C012versefy, zf (i) α12d (ii) hold in G, then we can construct a l.o.c.g.ll 

zνhich is a cαrdi12al prodκct 01 1z s.o.c.g. 1I ’s sμch thαt is group-isomorPhic 

to G. 
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[PROOF] Let G be a cardinal product (=IlGi) of n s. o. c. g. II G‘’s. Let A. be 

the set of all conservers of Gi • Then we easily see that A is Olrdinal product 

IIAi Of Ai’s. Since Ai is a s. o. c. g. , A is the cardinal product ()f n s. o. c. g. 's. 

Let 침， 깐 be an inverter unit, an identity of Gi > respectively. ’ [,hen the subset 

d n= {(a l • ...... ， α ，，) I ai = ei 0γ 테 of llGi is a sub- l. o. c. g.ll of order 2", and 

moreover d n is isomorphic to F".If (a l , ....•. , all
) and (b , • ....•. , b,,) are two dis-

tinct elements of d ll • then (αl ’ ...... ， α 11)' (b
" 

...... , b
ll

) ~ IlAi. Since (al' ...... , a,.)-I 

= (al' ...... ， α，，) for any (αl ，------， α..) E d ,,' (αl' ...... ， α，，)主 (b " ...... , b..) for mo:l 

llAi. On the other han:l, if (Xl • ..•••• , X,,) E llG i. then there exists t;ome elements 

(αl ， ------. α ，，) of d" such that (XI' •••. ", X
II

) 드 (al' ...... , a
ll

) for mod A. Therefore 

(G: A) =2". Hence (i) and (ii) hold in G. 

Conversely, Ass'lme (i) and (ii) hold in given po. c. g. II C. By (ii). the set 

A of G is group-isomorphic to a cardinal projuct IIAI Of n s. o. c. g. AI/s. By 

Lemma 5, we can construct a s. o. c. g. II Gi with an inverter unit element from 

each A ‘. Now we must prove that G is group-isomorphic to the cardinal product 

llGi 01 Gi’s. To see this, by the foregoing way , we make d ll of llGi• so 

that d ,,' F ,,' By (ii) , d" of G is isomorphic to F". Thus d" '- 'd". Since C =A 

V싸Av ...... v/2"A. where li E d ,.and llGi= (IlA) VfJllA) V ...... Vf2n (fJA) , where 

κc 중”’ the mapping: liα→간a is a group-isomorphism of G onto llC‘ (a in A , 

a in llA). Where li corresponds to f i by d ,,'- :d '" and a corresponds 

to a by A ，~IlAi' For, if Ijb• fþ (b in A , b in llA). then (자α) . (지b) =Ikab= 

Ikc->fkc=fJjαb=(간a). (fjb) , where IJj=lk in d", ab=c in A. Clearly, the 

mapping is one-to-one. Hence G is group-isomorphic to IlGi • 

S 4 Examplcs 

[EXAMPLE 1] Let E ,,:= {(α l' •••••. ,a,,) I 낀 (~O) is a real number). And we 

detine order and porduct relations in En as the followings; 
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(a" ...... , an). (b" ...... , b,) = (a ,b" ...... , a냐 n) 

(al' ...... , an) 르 (b{ ， ...... , bn) if and only zf aj르 bj for all z'. 

Then En is a 1. o. c. g. 11 with destroyers which are not proper. 

[EXAMPLE 2] 1n the En, if we define order relation as followings (al' ...... , an) 

르 (b l ， .... ", bn) if and only if either aj = b‘ for all z" or aj <bj (but aj ~ bj) fOT 

all i. Then En is a 1. o. c. g. II. And every destroyer is proper. 

[EXAMPLE 3] Let G be the set of all one valued real functions f(x) and 

lt’s inverse function f- I (x) defined on [0, 1] which are having at most finite 

number discontinuous points, and f(x) ~O and f- I (x) ~O for all x E [O, lJ. Then G 

becomes a group under ordinary pro::luct of functions. Moreover one defines the 

order in G such that f(x) 르g(x) means f(x) 르g(x) for all x on [0, 1]. Then 

G is a 1. 0 , c. g. II with destroyers which are not proper. 

[EXAMPLE 4] 1n the G of example 3, one defines the order in G such 

that f(x) 르g(x) means either f(x) =g(x) or f(x) <g(x) for all x in [0, 1]. 

Then every destroyer in G is proper. 
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